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Abstract—Audiovisual speech synchrony detection is an important part of talking-face verification systems. Prior work has
primarily focused on visual features and joint-space models,
while standard mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs)
have been commonly used to present speech. We focus more
closely on audio by studying the impact of context window
length for delta feature computation and comparing MFCCs
with simpler energy-based features in lip-sync detection. We select state-of-the-art hand-crafted lip-sync visual features, spacetime auto-correlation of gradients (STACOG), and canonical
correlation analysis (CCA), for joint-space modeling. To enhance joint space modeling, we adopt deep CCA (DCCA), a
nonlinear extension of CCA. Our results on the XM2VTS data
indicate substantially enhanced audiovisual speech synchrony
detection, with an equal error rate (EER) of 3.68%. Further
analysis reveals that failed lip region localization and beardedness of the subjects constitutes most of the errors. Thus, the
lip motion description is the bottleneck, while the use of novel
audio features or joint-modeling techniques is unlikely to boost
lip-sync detection accuracy further.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, most mobile devices are equipped with a
microphone and a front-facing video camera, enabling nonintrusive audiovisual user authentication. Although integrated face and voice modalities can increase recognition
accuracy, both are highly vulnerable to presentation attacks
(spoofing attacks) [1]. For instance, presentation of prerecorded audio clip (replay) together with a still photograph
is enough to circumvent talking face verification relying on
late fusion [2]. Multi-biometrics by itself is not inherently
robust to spoofing attacks since successful spoofing of just
one modality may compromise the entire system [3].
One approach to counter audiovisual presentation attacks
is to independently validate face [4] and voice [5] liveness.
Another approach is to determine whether the content and
timing of the captured audible and visual speech match (see
Fig. 1). Such audiovisual speech synchrony detection can be
performed using both text-independent [2], [6], [7], [8], [9],
and text-dependent [10], [11] methods. The former are effective in detecting attacks whereby the attacker uses separate
audio and video recordings (or photo) of the target person.
These methods, however, are powerless under pre-recorded
video replay attacks with synchronized audiovisual speech.
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Figure 1. Synchronous lip region frames and audio spectrograms extracted
from phrase Joe took. Audiovisual synchrony detection seeks to detect
discrepancy of the two modalities (an indication of a spoofing attack).

Text-dependent synchrony assessment methods tackle this
issue by utilizing challenge-response approach by prompting
the user a randomly selected sentence [10], [11] (challenge)
and then verifies whether the preassigned utterance can be
recognized in both modalities within a specific time window
(response).
Audiovisual speech synchrony studies largely focus on
visual features and joint-space models, leaving an open
question whether, and how much, improvement could be
obtained by optimization of the audio features. Standard melfrequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) are commonly used
(with some exceptions [9]). Speech activity detection (SAD)
is another audio front-end component whose usefulness has
not been directly addressed in prior work. For these reasons,
it is difficult to tell what are the bottlenecks in the existing
lip-sync detection pipelines, i.e. the used audio or visual
features, or the joint modeling and synchrony detection of
the two modalities.
In this work, we study the use of energy and delta features
that we believe to be useful for audio-visual synchrony
detection. We fix the visual features to space-time autocorrelation of gradients (STACOG) and the joint-space
analysis to canonical correlation analysis (CCA), that have
formed the state-of-the-art in audiovisual speech synchrony
detection [7], [12]. To gain further insight into the importance of feature choice versus joint-space modeling, we
consider deep CCA (DCCA), a nonlinear extension of CCA
[13]. Finally, we analyze the misclassified test cases with
an aim to explain the reasons behind these errors in audiovisual synchrony detection task.
II. R ELATED WORK
Audiovisual speech synchrony detection studies focus
primarily on back-end synchrony measures between audio
and video. MFCCs [14] are commonly used to present

speech [7], [15], [16], [17], with a few alternatives such
as frame energy [18]. For video, discrete cosine transform
(DCT) [6], lip measurements [16] and multi-channel gradient model (MCGM) [19] are commonly used. In [7],
STACOG were found to outperform DCT features in measuring audio and visual speech correlation. Very recently,
also convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures have
been proposed for both audio and visual speech feature
extraction [20], [21]. As a back-end, CCA is the default
choice [9], with alternatives such as coinertia analysis
(CoIA) [8], generalized bimodal linear prediction [16],
kernel CCA [19] and deep neural networks (DNNs) [17],
[20], [21], [22].
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III. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Video features
STACOG [23] is a motion feature extraction method that
encodes the local auto-correlations of space-time gradients
in a video for capturing the local geometric characteristics of
moving objects. Originally, STACOG has been successfully
used for e.g. hand gesture and human action recognition
where it has demonstrated superior performance and computation efficiency over similar methods [23].
Following up [7], [12], we use dlib1 to determine
eye and mouth locations in every video frame, following
the strategy of [24] to obtain a good approximation of
the whole mouth region. The resulting rectangular mouth
image is resized to 70 × 40 pixels from 1584-dimensional
STACOG features using default parameters2 . The features
represent dynamics between three consecutive video frames
(excluding endpoints).
B. Audio features
MFCCs [14] are computed from short-term discrete
Fourier transform (DFT). If we denote the DFT power
spectrum of one frame as a vector s ∈ RN/2+1 , where N is
the size of discrete Fourier transform (after zero padding),
MFCC vector is c = D log(Hs), where H ∈ RQ×(N/2+1)
is a filterbank matrix containing Q filter responses, log(·)
operates element-wise and D is a DCT matrix.
Prior to MFCC extraction, we downsample the audio to
8 kHz as most voiced speech energy lies below 4 kHz.
Speech activity detection [25] is optionally used to eliminate
silence at the beginning and end of utterances. Then 20
MFCCs are extracted using Q = 20 filters from 40 ms
frames with no frame overlap3 . To measure local spectral
dynamics [26], we append MFCCs with their delta features.
If ct denotes the MFCCs of tth frame, the corresponding
delta vector
Pτ using a time context of f = 2τ + 1 frames is
∆ct = m=−τ mct+m . Double deltas, ∆2 ct , are computed
1 http://dlib.net/
2 https://staff.aist.go.jp/takumi.kobayashi/codes.html#STACOG
3 This somewhat unconventionally long speech window is chosen to
match the 40ms associated with the 25fps video frame rate (1/25fps=40ms).
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by applying the same operator to the deltas. In the experiments we study the effect of τ and deltas/double deltas.
C. Joint-space modeling
As STACOG features are produced at 25fps starting from
the third video frame, the first two audio feature vectors
are excluded to synchronize the two modalities. To measure
the degree of synchrony between speech and video features,
we use the same CCA [27] joint-modeling and synchrony
measures as described in [7], [12]. Given two multidimensional random variables X and Y , CCA finds orthogonal
linear projections wi and z i that are maximally correlated
and ordered from highest to lowest correlating:
(w∗i , z ∗i ) = arg max(wi ,zi ) corr(Xwi , Y z i )

(1)

Training consists of computing CCA projection matrices (X
and Y ) for both modalities (Fig. 2). In the test phase, these
are used to project audio and video features to a common
space. For each test video, correlation between audio and
video is calculated for each dimension of the projected
features. The synchrony score is the sum of the K highest
correlating dimensions for all the frames:
SW,Z (X, Y ) =

K
1 X
|corr(Xwk , Y z k )|,
K

(2)

k=1

where K is a control parameter.
For more advanced joint-space modeling, we consider
deep CCA (DCCA) [13]. It works the same way as CCA,
but Xwi and Y z i (in Eq. 1) are replaced with nonlinear
functions fX (X; θ w ) and fY (Y ; θ z ), where for v ∈ {x, y},
fv is a deep feedforward neural net of L layers with
parameters θ v consisting of the weights and biases of all
the layers. The network is trained with backpropagation on
the gradient of correlation; for more details, see [13].
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Figure 3. Effect of window size for MFCC delta calculation. Best result
is obtained with three frames (equal to STACOG). The baseline system has
the same computation pipeline as [12], but with revised MFCC extractor
and EER estimation.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Dataset and evaluation protocol
To provide comparable results with [7] and [12], we use
the XM2VTS dataset [28] to evaluate the lip-sync detectors.
XM2VTS contains audiovisual sequences of 295 subjects
recorded in four sessions. The audio was recorded at 32
kHz and video at 25 fps. The same sentence (“Joe took
fathers green shoe bench out”) is repeated in all videos.
Logical access attack scenarios were created by combining
audio and video from different sessions of the same person
uttering the same sentence, thus high level of synchrony (but
not perfect) is present in the audiovisual speech.
B. Evaluation
We measure the performance of audiovisual synchrony
detection based on the score SW,Z (X, Y ) using equal error
rate (EER), the operating threshold with equal miss and false
alarm rates4 . We follow exactly the same evaluation protocol
as in [7], [12], where the dataset is split into two equal size
subject-disjoint halves. The lip-sync detection models are
trained on real videos of one group and the resulting model
is evaluated on the other group. The process is repeated by
alternating the role of the two folds and the reported EER is
the average of the two tests. The parameter K is optimized
for both folds separately, with optimal K for first fold used
for scoring the second fold, and vice versa.
V. R ESULTS
A. Effect of audio feature configuration
The results for audio feature optimization with CCA backend are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, correspondingly for
MFCCs and energy features (sum of mel filterbank output).
4 Computed

using BOSARIS, https://sites.google.com/site/bosaristoolkit/.
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Figure 4. Effect of window size for energy delta calculation. Best result
is obtained with five frames.
Table I
AUDIO FEATURE OPTIMIZATION . f = 2τ + 1 IS THE NUMBER OF
FRAMES ( CONTEXT WINDOW SIZE ) FOR DELTA CALCULATION .
Feature Configuration
(Baseline) MFCC(f =9)-stat+∆
MFCC-stat
MFCC(f =3)-stat+∆
MFCC(f =3)-stat+∆+∆2
MFCC(f =3)-∆+∆2
Energy-stat
Energy(f =3)-stat+∆
Energy(f =3)-stat+∆+∆2
Energy(f =3)-∆+∆2

CCA
EER (%)
5.48
5.80
3.97
4.13
3.68
9.86
5.66
5.75
5.83

DCCA
EER (%)
5.17
5.60
3.76
3.56
3.52
12.29
7.29
6.19
6.02

A summary is provided in Table I along with the baseline
method [12] in the first row. The best result of EER 3.68%
is obtained using MFCCs with deltas and double deltas
and three-frame context, though performance with 5-frame
context is similar. The trends in Figs. 3 and 4 are consistent
— less frames in delta computation is better. The energy
features are behind MFCCs (5.22%>3.68%) as one might
expect, but provide nevertheless low EERs. This suggest that
most of the detection accuracy (even with MFCCs) results
from detecting the synchrony of the amount of sound energy
and the lip motion. Inclusion of speech activity detection
had very little effect (possibly due to short utterances); with
MFCCs with deltas, EER changed from 4.07% to 3.97%,
and with delta plus double deltas from 3.70% to 3.68%.
B. Deep CCA back-end
The effect of DCCA parameters on EER is shown in
Fig. 5. To run this test in reasonable time, we use a fast
training setup with a minibatch size of 5000 and 10 training
epochs. Keeping audio feature type fixed to MFCC (f =3)stat+∆+∆2 , we vary the number of hidden layers and nodes
per layer. The results indicate that more nodes per layer and
more latent variables per layer leads to better results. Based
on this observation, we fix the DCCA configuration to 128
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Figure 6.
Sample faces from synchronous videos wrongly classified as
asynchronous.
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Figure 5. Effect of varying the number of latent variables, layers and
nodes per layer in DCCA.

latent variables, five hidden layers, 2048 nodes per layer,
sigmoid activations and perform more extensive training
with full batch size. The results included in Table I indicate
that DCCA performs better than CCA with MFCC features,
having the best result of EER 3.52% and also performing
better with other MFCC feature combinations.
DCCA performs worse in combination with the energy
features. This might be due to a conflict between the high
dimensional visual (D = 1584) STACOG features and the
low dimensional (D = 1, 2, 3) energy features leading to
overfit. This interpretation is backed by additional experiments with DCCA and energy features where we increased
the DCCA regularization parameter from the default 10−4
to 10−2 . This improved the results for the 1-dimensional
energy-stat features from EER 12.29% to 9.14%, and for
Energy-stat+∆+∆2 from 6.19% to 5.88%.
C. Error case analysis
The obtained error rates are reasonably low already with
classic CCA back-end. To gain further insight into the

remaining issues to be solved in audio-visual synchrony
detection, we study the errors of CCA with MFCCs with
deltas and double deltas (with f =3). We fix the detection
threshold to the EER operating point (at 3.68%). The cases
that contained synchronous video, but were falsely rejected
as asynchronous, 27% contained incorrectly detected mouth
positions and 67% of subjects had a beard or moustache
— see Fig. 6. In the opposite case of asynchronous video
wrongly classified as synchronous, there were no above
normal levels of beardedness. In summary, video of a person
with a beard or a moustache would be more likely wrongly
classified as a spoofing attack. Possible reasons include; (1)
as beard covers a part of the mouth, it conceals some lip
movements that would be visible on a shaved face; (2) as
bearded persons are a minority in the dataset, the amount of
training data to model their features might be insufficient.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We studied MFCC delta configurations to provide a suitable counterpart for the visual STACOG features, leading to
audiovisual speech synchrony detection with an EER 3.68%,
surpassing the selected baseline [12]. We additionally used
simpler energy measure that yielded an EER of 5.22%,
suggesting that most of the recognition accuracy is based
on detecting if the amount of speech energy produced is in
synchrony with the lip movements. Finally, we found that
beardedness of subjects and failed lip region localization
explains most errors. Therefore, in conclusion, the lip motion
description seems to be the bottleneck, while the use of
other audio features or advanced joint-modeling, such as
[17], [22], may not increase accuracy further.
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